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UNIT-1: NATIONAL CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
Structures
1.0 Learning Objectives
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Events leading to rechristening of Estate General to National Assembly
1.2.1 Formation of Political parties and clubs
1.2.2 Conversion of Estae General to National Assembly
1.2.3 Tennis Court Oath
1.2.4 Emergence of Parisian mob and fall of Bastile
1.2.5 Revolution assuming national charecter
1.3 National Assembly turning National Constituent Assembly and its
promulgations
1.4 Work of National Constiutuent Assembly
1.5 Framework of the Constitution of 1791
1.6 Let Us Sum Up
1.7 Check Your Progress
1.8 Suggested Reading
1.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
After reading this chapter you will be know about –





Event leading to the formation of National Contstituent assembley
Deadlock in the Estate General
Emergence of Parisian Mob and fall of Bastille:
Framework of the Constitution of 1791 C.E.

1.1 INTRODUTION
Freench Constitution is considered to be an epoch making event not only in the history
of France but also in the history of the other countries as well. The ideals of French
revolution like liberty equality and fraternity continues to inspire the minds of the
people everywhere. In France it was the cummulative result of years of socio-political
and economic disorder that the Louis monarchs perpetuated. Gross social inequality
stratifying the society into first, second and third estates having unequal social status
and previlages, political despotism and economic exploitation of common people by
higher orders prepared the ground for revolution in France. The Louis Monarchs
considered the state as their personal property and spent huge amount of money in
luxury, pomp and splender. Moreover, mindless expenditure in foreign was made the
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royal treasury empty. Years of economic errors, negligence to agricultural sector led to
economic crises leading to frequent food riots. The country became bankrupt and
running day to day administration become utterly difficult. The despotic monarch had
rendered the French Estate General ineffective and defunct since 1614. The king felt
helpless to garner revenue. In order to meet the expenses he decided to impose some
new taxes. The reform proposals of finance ministers like Turgor, Necker, Calonne
and Brienne were rejected and were dismissed at the instigation of Marry Antoinete
and aristocratic lobbie. On the otherhand, the Parlement of Paris supporting the
question of previlages demanded summoning of the Estate General. The Estate
General met on 5th May 1789 which sparked the revolution.
1.2 EVENTS LEADING TO RECHRISTENING OF ESTATE GENERAL TO
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
Unable to cope with the ever-increasing financial crisis, Louis-XVI could not but
summon the Parliament in order to confer on the monarchy the right to levy taxes on
the people. The Parlement of Paris unequivocally argued in favour of convoking the
Estate General for any such grant on the monarchy in its declaration of 25thSeptember,
1788. The bourgeois thought it as an opportunity and get elated hoping to dismantle
the age old unequal priviledges (privileges) being enjoyed by the two higher orders –
the First and Second Estates (Clergy and Nobility respectively). Quickly the bourgeois
got recognised themselves and demanded equal powers with the higher estates. But the
Nobles and Clergies were bent upon protecting their privileges unwilling to bring
about any changes in the social status quo. This uncompromising attitude of the first
and second estates made the bourgeois take strong stand to affect social equality. They
were now on the war path against the nobles and clergies, the questions of monarchical
privileges taking a back seat. In other words, the struggle between monarchy and
aristocracy turned into a struggle of privileged class versus the un-privileged class.
1.2.1 Formation of Political Parties and Clubs:
The bourgeois which consisted of barristers, bankers, authors, doctors, musicians etc
were duly supported by the liberal nobles and clergies like Mirabeau, Abbe Sieyes,
Lafayette, Lamath, Talleyrand, etc. The discontented lower clergies and lower nobles
joined in the ranks of bourgeois and formed political parties and clubs where the
strategies to challenge the privileges of higher orders were discussed threadbare. One
such leading political party was patriotic or National Party where leaders like
Mirabeau, Abbe Sieyes, Lafayette, Lamath, and Talleyrand provided the leadership.
They popularised the ideas of philosophers like Montesquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau etc.
through pamphlets throughout the nooks and corners of France. They not only
demanded increasing in the numbers of their deputies for Third Estate but also pressed
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for declaration of rights, need for a constitution and the concept of national
sovereignty (i.e., the idea that King is for all classes)
Due to the persistent demand, the king issued ‘Order in Council’ doubling the number
of the deputies for Third Estate, which was considered the first major victory of the
bourgeois. In the election to the State General- out of 1214 members 621 got elected
from the Third Estate, 308 from the Clergy and 285 from the Nobles. Among the
members of the Third Estates in the States General most of the deputies were from the
middle class who became the mouthpiece of the Third Estate. Sensing the voting per
head will be against the higher order, the nobility therefore demanded that voting
should be as per traditional order meaning each order would vote separately. This
demand of the nobility was vehemently opposed by the Deputies of the Third Estate
and thus began the class struggle. The King stood as a mute spectator to this deadlock
while the bourgeois tighten their grip in the Estate General.
1.2.2 Conversion of Estate General to National Assembly:
The members of deputies of Third Estate demanded that all classes including the
nobility and the clergy should sit together in the Assembly. But the higher orders along
with the monarch did not concede to such demand and as per the roll call on 17th June,
most members present in the Assembly belonged to the Third Estate who renamed the
Estate General as the National Assembly. They elected Bailley as the president of the
Assembly and the House was invested with constituent powers such as the right of
granting proposals for imposition of taxes and reconstruction of the constitution. This
was a significantly revolutionary change in the history of France, meaning that the
sovereignty of the nation was being steadily established. \
1.2.3 Tennis Court Oath:
Louis XVI failed to read the writing on the wall and rather than accepting the basic
demand of the bourgeois to sit with the higher orders, took offensive stands siding
alongside the nobility. The monarch himself was dissatisfied with the ascendancy of
the Third Estate. Upon the instigation of the Nobility, the king closed the gate of the
Assembly Hall on 20th June 1789 C.E. hoping the deputies would disperse. Contrary to
King’s expectation, the Deputies of the Third Estate gathered themselves in the Tennis
Court nearby. As per the suggestion made by Dr. Guillotin, the members of the
Deputies took an oath famously known as Tennis Court Oath of 1789. They vowed not
to dismantle themselves till the draft of the new constitution each prepared and
implemented completely. Sensing the revolutionary approach of the deputies the King
summoned the joint session of the three orders on 23rd June. He ordered them to sit
separately in three separate chambers and vote ‘by orders’. But the deputies led by
Bailley and Mirabeau refuted the royal order. They replied that, “The Deputies
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represented the general will of the people and nothing but bayonet would able to throw
them out of the hall”.
1.2.4 Emergence of Parisian Mob and Fall of Bastille:
With much hesitation and against his will the King was forced to pass the directive to
the higher orders to sit alongside the commoners. It was in fact, a great victory for the
bourgeois. They were happy enough to see the beginning of the social equality taking
shape and were not interested for a revolutionary political change. But the
circumstances took a different twist when Louis XVI wanted to use force to disperse
the members of Deputies being advised by the nobles. He took a number of steps, likedismissing the popular finance minister Necker, calling the army to dispel the
deputies. The entire capital city was like a military barrack. The people of France
thought this act of the king as a plot to kill the members of Deputies. Unprecedented
emotion against the king ran high not only among the people of Paris but also
thousands of rural aggrieved population that floated the city as never before.
Henceforth, the Parisian mob entered into the scene and marched on the streets of
Paris and riots started. Under the leadership of Lafayette, they formed as volunteer
groups and supported the members of National Assembly. These volunteers, called as
National Guards were joined by economically distressed peasants, workers and unruly
elements in the society laced with arms.
The people of Paris led by the bourgeois leaders decided to acquire arms stored in
Bastille and ransacked the fort prison on 14th July, 1789. Royal guards of the fort were
killed and their heads paraded in the streets of Paris. Angry mob broke the walls of
Bastille and freed the prisoners. The fall of Bastille signalled the beginning of the fall
of aristocratic despotism, feudal classification of the society and unequal privileges.
The National Assembly tightened its grip over French administration and legalised the
National Guards all over France. King’s brother and supporters of monarchical
despotism, the Duke of Artois, his aides like Conde, and Polignac had to leave the
country. Necker was reappointed as minister and king had to withdraw the army from
Paris. Great chaos ensued in the countryside resulting in riots and destruction, loot of
monarchical property. Gruesome bloodshed ensured in Paris as well as countryside of
France. Municipal government called Paris communes formed by National guards in
the cities and countryside taking over the rein of administration turning France as a
Federation of Communes.
1.2.5 Revolution Assuming National Character:
People revolt in the capital city of the fort of Bastille aroused huge sensation in the
nooks and corners of France. Increasing food riots, assaults against the nobility,
agrarian revolts etc. united the people and slowly the revolution began to assume a
national character. Hopes ran high among the peasants, workers and the bourgeois
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that, for all time come there will be an end to feudal oppression, collection of tithes,
taxes and enclosures by virtue of a decree of National Assembly. Sensing and
respecting the popular mood the National Assembly in its decree of 4th August 1789
C.E. abolished feudalism and feudal privileges enjoyed by the higher orders. It paved
the way for the Declaration of Rights of men and establishment of an equal and just
society.
1.3

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY TURNING NATIONAL CONSTITUENT
ASSEMBLY AND ITS PROMULGATIONS

Having taken oath in the famous Tennis Court, the Deputies of the Third Estate
devoted themselves to draft a new constitution based on classless society devoid of
any feudal characters. The member of the Deputies painstakingly prepared the draft
constitution in 1791 C.E..
The constitution drafting committee consisted of twelve members formed to prepare
the draft proposal on 14th July 1789, when the famous fort of Bastille was being
stormed by the Parisian mob. The committee consisted of two members from the First
Estate – Champion de Cice, (the Arch-bishop of Bordeux) and Talleyrand, (bishop of
Aton); two from the Second Estate i.e., the nobility, namely Clermont and Marquis-deLally; four members from Third Estate namely – Mounier, Abbe Sieyes, Bergasse and
Chapelier.
Differences of opinions and controversies marked the functioning of the Constituent
Assembly regarding the number of issues like-whether the house will be unicameral or
bicameral, the powers to be conferred to the monarch- whether suspensive or absolute
veto etc. As the pandemonium continued, the second Constituent Assembly replaced
the first one including members like Abbe Sieyes, Talleyrand Le Chapelier and some
new members like Torget, J.G Thouret, Nicholas Demeunier, Tronchet and Etienne.
The second committee resolved all the issues except the issue of citizenship to which
Maximilan Robespierre made objection. However, it was concluded that, restrictive
citizenship will be granted. People above the age of 25 paying direct taxes amounting
to three days of labour will be designated as active citizens and rest will be termed as
passive citizens with only civil rights.
1.4 WORKS OF NATIONAL CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
After prolonged brainstorming and deliberation, the new constitution was hesitatingly
accepted by the king in the month of September 1791. The constituent Assembly in
accordance with the new constitution declared the rights of men and citizens. It was
one of the milestone achievements of the National Assembly by virtue of which the
French men, women children of all classes enjoyed equal rights and privileges. Right
to liberty, property, equality, security and resistance to oppression in any form were
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granted. People were invested with the rights of liberty, defined as the power to do
anything without harming others. All citizens were made equal before the eyes of law
with equal opportunity. Right to property was made inviolable and without just
compensation, even the state cannot deprive any one of his properties. As per the
Article VIII and IX, without the authority of law no one could be arrested. Freedom
speech granted to one and all. All the public servants were made answerable to the
people. The Nation was made above and over everyone with absolute sovereign
power. The National Constituent Assembly did away with many such institutions
which could hinderance to liberty and equality. Montesque’s theory of Separation of
Power implemented in governance. The National Assembly was invested with
legislative powers, the king and royal minister with executive functions and the court
with judicial power being independent of others two. Previous feudal divisions of the
country were abolished and the state was divided under different administrative units
called as Departments. Federal structure with administrative control with the centre
was implemented in administration. It was apprehended that; the representatives may
look after their self-interest and neglect or override the people’s interest. Therefore, the
king was invested with suspensive veto power to affect the formula of check and
balance.
1.5 FRAMEWORK OF THE CONSTITUTION OF 1791 C.E.
Declaration of Rights of men, brought people of all classes on equal footing giving
them equal opportunities to come forward and provide leadership to the newly born
Nation. Unprecedented enthusiasm that a new order has ushered filled the mind of the
French people. The old oppressive regime and the rule of the people established. The
monarchy for the first time became subservient to the people.
By virtue of several Decrees promulgated by the National Assembly, feudal structure
in polity, society and economy was destroyed. Privileges of higher orders ended with
demolition of stratification of society on the basis of class. Vices of old orders such as
serfdom, tithes, manorial rights, inequality in taxation, corruption of the church,
nepotism and favouritism in judicial structure, predominance of church etc were put to
an end.
Sweeping reforms effected in judicial and criminal law. Judiciary was made an
independent body. Liberty of the individual was held absolute, so long as it does not
hamper that of the others. Slavery and serfdom became punishable under the law.
Religious tolerance granted to non-Catholic and Jews. No person could be put behind
the bars without trials by jury. The Constituent Assembly asserted the sovereignty of
the Nation and the National Assembly derived sovereign authority from the
constitution of 1791 C.E.. All office bearers of the sate including the king were
considered the servants of the people working for them. Different organs of the
government such as legislature, executive and judiciary were having independent and
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separate power according to the theory of Separation of Power. The nation was a
federal structure with centralised power.
Kingship was rechristened to constitutional monarchy. King was the head of the
executive and had to act in accordance with the principles laid by the constitution. He
was considered the first public servant and was to hold the office hereditarily. He was
designated as the King of the French rather than the King of France. He was made a
salaried employee with 25, 000,000 livres. He was stripped off his estates and other
properties. Devine right theory was done away with and the new source of King’s
power became the constitution. He lost his rights to levy new taxes without the consent
of Assembly. He possessed only suspensive veto power meaning he could delay any
law for a period of six years. But, if it is passed for second term it became law
automatically. He had only nominal powers of appointing the ambassadors, generals
and ministers. But most executive head of the Departments and officers of the
provinces were elected by the voters. Although he was a nominal head, he was the
supreme commander of the army of the land.
General Assembly was a sovereign body deriving its power from the Nation itself
because it was an elected body. The constitution of 1791 provided for a unicameral
legislature. The members of the Assembly were elected for a period of two years being
voted by the active citizens of France. There was no provision of universal franchise.
Persons paying income taxes more than 10 livres were considered active citizens with
right to vote. Others were labelled as passive citizens with civil rights only. Persons
who paid 52 livres or more as tax were eligible to contest election as deputies.
For administrative convenience, France was divided into 83 Departments with 547
districts of equitable sizes. Districts were again sub-divided into cantors and
communes. Each Department was like a province and was governed by a General
Council, the members of which were also elected by the active citizens. Thus, the
feudal division of France was done away with.
Similarly, judicial structure was reorganised. The Constituent Assembly provided for
setting up of new courts abolishing provincial parlements and old law court of royal
regime. Courts of the commune in village level, appellate courts in the district level
and court of appeals in provincial level were established. The Judicial structure was
reorganised in accordance with democratic procedure. Judges were elected by the
voters. Assistants in the courts were appointed after they got selected by examination.
All the employees of the judiciary including the judges received salary from the state
exchequer. Judiciary was kept independent from the influence of the legislature and
executive.
The National Constituent Assembly then set out to place in order the most daunting
task i.e., the financial chaos of France. As a first step it abolished all indirect taxes and
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other feudal dues. It levied tax on land, income and immovable property. The
municipalities and communes were entrusted with the responsibility of collecting
taxes. But due to apathetic approach of the local bodies, revenue income stagnated
bringing about economic crisis. In order to overcome the financial crisis, the Assembly
confiscated the vast landed estates kept under the possession of the church and then
was nationalised. Such lands were sold to the peasants on payments of money. Paper
notes called assignats were issued which solved the financial crisis for the time being.
The National Constituent Assembly then focused its attention on the settlement of
religious issues. As suggested by Camus, a deputy of National Assembly, the church
should function under the state. So, the Assembly nationalised the church also. Roman
Pope had no longer authority over the French church. The National Constituent
Assembly, by decree of 19th February, 1790 C.E. abolished monastic system, Pope’s
right of appointing church officials like Bishops, Arch Bishops, and Fathers etc.
Collection of tithes and other taxes by the church was abolished. Hence forth the
church was to be governed under new law called, the Civil Constitution of the clergy.
The church establishment was kept as a Department under the state. In each
Department there was the provision of an elected bishop and in each commune an
elected priest. The officers and employee of the church including Bishops and Arch
Bishops became the salaried employee of the state. All of them were required to take
an oath to respect the Civil Constitution. Religious toleration was granted to all the
sects and creed including the Jews and Protestant.
1.6 LET US SUM UP
The National Constituent Assembly accomplished tremendous achievements of
replacing old order with a new one with democratic principles. Declaration Rights of
men and women was most significant of all. Equally revolutionary was the
establishment of classless society doing away with feudal structure making monarchy
constitutional and bringing the church under the state. Establishing the sovereignty of
the state were some of the milestone achievements. But all that glitters is not gold, in
the same way, all the works of the National Constituent Assembly did not produce the
desired result.
The biggest critique of the work of National Constituent Assembly was that, the
Deputies were far swift to destroy the old regime but equally slow in reconstructing
the new order and implement the new changes swiftly. As executive head, the king
was made nominal and ineffective with restrictive powers. The Deputies, the Officers
of the Department, the judges were beyond the control of the king bringing the
administration to a standstill. The legislature passed the law without his consultation
and therefore law execution became chaotic. Rigidity in exercising separation of
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power failed to establish coordination and cooperation amongst the three branches of
the Government paralysing the administrative machinery.
The creation of 83 Departments, dividing the nation gave rise to separatist tendency.
Excessive centralisation was de tasted by the Provinces and the Department with their
local elected leaders hesitated to respect the central government. Mirabeau pointed out;
France seems to have been divided into 83 separate states. The entire kingdom was
disorganised and gave rise to the demand of separation among the provinces.
Again, the Declaration of Right of men proved vague. As per the new electoral law,
the citizens were divided into active and passive citizens, unfortunately on the basis of
property. People without property and less income were deprived of voting and other
political rights. All men were still unequal in a new form. The bourgeois became the
new privileged class. In the language of Babeuf, rich, richer and the richest replaced
commoners, clergy, and nobles respectively. This neo- classification of the social
structure, domination of bourgeois in forming the government pushed the ideology of
French revolution to the back seat.
The organisation and composition of the legislature was also erroneous. The provision
of unicameral legislature proved disastrous during revolution. Several laws were
passed in a hurry often under the pressure of angry mob or other pressure groups.
Election of Deputies for only 2 years and ban on their re-election also hampered
governance by experience. The new Deputies after each election without experience
were chaotic and confused.
In the financial front, the Constituent Assembly proved ineffective. It failed to solve
the financial crisis. The government failed to replenish the treasury when it stopped
collecting indirect taxes. Issue of assignats beyond limit created inflation and added to
the financial crisis. The sale of confiscated property from the church and royal
establishment by auction profited the rich farmers. The poor peasants could not
purchase such lands. It made the rich richer and the poor poorer. Political rights to
such propertied class, created a new privileged class in the society. Economic woes of
the poor peasants, labourers, workers continued as before. Rising price, lack of
employment in the countryside dented the revolutionary enthusiasm. Soon the people
were frustrated, helplessly watching the politico- economic pandemonium, the nation
was undergoing.
Religious reforms also made many people unhappy. It was too radical and sudden.
Freeing the French Church from the Roman Papacy was welcomed but subjugation of
Church to state, making the church officials subservient to people was detested by
many. The conservative and religious minded French were not prepared to accept the
radical changes in the ecclesiastical affairs. The rural population was still in awe and
reverence towards the church and church officials. Subjection of church to the state
hurt the emotional quotient of the French population, particularly in the rural area. The
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church reform while alienated the Catholic, the Papacy nourished antagonism against
France.
In spite of the above critique, however, the National Constituent Assembly’s
accomplishments were path breaking. Uprooting the old regime, by any means was not
a mean achievement. Monarchical despotism, feudal aristocracy, unequal feudal
structures were all done away with. Religious tolerance, freedom of thought,
Declaration of Rights of Men, nationalisation of church, provision of constitutional
monarchy seemed promising for a democratic structure in France. Unfortunately,
however, in the years to come the Revolution lost its direction and France was
destined to be ruled under an undeclared monarch called Napoleon Bonaparte.
1.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Write a Note on various Events leading to the formation of National Assembly
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
2.

Write a Note on Deadlock in the Estate General

...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
3. What is Tennis Court Oath
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
1.8. SUGGESTED READING
C. D. Hazen. 1971. Modern Europe up to 1945, S. Chand & Co (Pvt) LTD, New
Delhi
Michelet, Jules. The History of the French Revolution (Charles Cocks, trans., 1847)
Lenore O'Boyle, "The Middle Class in Weste Europe, 1815-1848," American
Historical Review, LXXI (1966), 826-45
Alfred Cobban.

Spring, 1967. The Middle Class in France, 1815-1848,” French
Historical Studies, Vol. 5, No. pp. 41-52.
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UNIT -2: NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Structures
2.0 Learning Objectives
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Composition of National legislative Assembly
2.2.1 Challenges before the assembly
2.3 The second French Revolution: the fall of Constitutional Monarchy and the
Legislative Assembly.
2.4 Reforms initiated by the National Legislative Assembly.
2.5 The rise of National Convention and the Reign of Terror
2.6 Challenges for the National Convention
2.7 Work of national Convention
2.8 Let’s Sum up
2.9. Check your progress
2.0. LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading this chapter you will be able to know  Factors leading to the collapse of Constituent Assembly and
convocation of National Assembly
 Composition and function of National Assembly
 Rise of National Convention
 Rise of Directory
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The National Constituent Assembly, accepting the proposal of Maximillan
Robespierre passed the resolution that, its members will not qualify for re-election and
thus, will not be eligible to sit in the next Assembly. Further, after making the
Constitution, the Assembly voted for its dissolution on 30th September 1791 C.E. It
was decided that, a fresh National Assembly will be elected to carry forward the future
course of revolution. As per the 'Self- Denying Oath' passed by the National
Constituent Assembly, the old Deputies did not seek re-election. Hence, all the 745
new members who were elected and formed Legislature lacked political experience
and administrative expertise being novices in the field of governance. They had before
them, the daunting task of implementing the swift and revolutionary changes brought
about by the National Constituent Assembly in the new Constitution of 1791.
Moreover, there was terrible chaotic condition throughout the nation because of lack
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of cooperation and coordination among the three branches of the government. The
autonomous Departments stared having scant regard for the central executive
authority. The newly elected Assembly, thus, was having a herculean task to perform.
2.2

COMPOSITION OF NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

The newly elected National Assembly consisted of 745 members elected by the active
citizens primarily from the middle class. The members belonged to four major political
parties who played significant role in local politics during the revolution. All the
members were young but woefully inexperienced in politics and governance. The four
political parties from which the members of the Assembly belonged with their political
ideologues are as follows:Firstly, there were Feuillants or the Constitutionalists. Their political ideology was to
adhere to constitutional principles strictly. Sitting on the right side of the Speaker in
the Assembly, they were called rightist. There number in the Assembly was 260. The
chief leaders of the Rightist such as Gilbert de Motier and Antoine Barnave have to sit
outside the Assembly as they could not be re elected as per the Self Denying Oath. The
members of the party were firm believers of Constitutional Monarchy and always
stood beside the King defending him against the people's resentment.
Another influential political party was the Girondists who numbered 136 in the
Assembly. They sat on the left side of the Speaker in the Assembly and as such were
called Leftist. Later known as Codeliers or Jacobins, its political ideology was
republicanism. Among the prominent leaders of the Girondists were Drissot,
Condercet and Vergniaud. This left party was inspired from the radical tenets of
Enlightenment, championed anti clericalism (i.e. opposition to Church's interference in
social and political matters) and the influence of Roman Catholicism on the French
Church. It stood for secularism and advocated separation of Church from public and
political life of France. They considered the émigré nobles as anti-nationals and
traitors favouring death sentence for them. The party was always suspicious of King's
loyalty to the constitutional principles and apprehended Kings' role for conspiracy in
connivance with other monarchical states of Europe against the ideals of the
revolution.
The third dominant party having a prominent role in the National Legislative
Assembly was the Jacobins or the Mountains. Sitting on higher plane on the Left side
of the Speaker, they championed the ideology of extreme republicanism. This party
originated from an aggressive political club during the revolution known as Jacobin
Club. The members of this club mostly belonged to working class Parisians.
The fourth party was the Moderate or the Centrist Party also known as neutralist. They
neither supported the Left nor the Right. They were the mute spectators of the acute
controversy erupting between the Leftist and the Rightist. While the Rightist of the
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Constitutionalists wanted to preserve the constitution, the Leftist led by the Girondists
and the Jacobins wanted total withdrawal of the Constitution. They vehemently
criticised the efficacy of the Constitutional monarchy and voting exclusively by the
propertied class. They were in favour of a republican structure with universal
franchise.
2.2.1 Challenges before the Assembly
The politically novice Deputies immediately realised the daunting task ahead of them.
What the nation has been facing. The first and foremost challenge was the legality of
the Assembly itself. Constitutional provision of 1791C.E. had created the Assembly
with supreme powers which was resented tooth and nail by the Clergy. They rejected
Civil Constitution of 1791 which had kept the Assembly out of the jurisdiction of
central executive i.e. the King. In reality coordination between the legislature and
executive was the pressing necessity of the time which the Deputies had to establish.
Second critical issue before the Assembly was the question of émigrés. Many Clergies
and Nobles had emigrated from France to neighbouring countries like Great Britain,
Germany, Austria and Prussia in order to escape the political wrath of the
revolutionaries during the revolution. The Assembly had to settle the issue that, if they
returned to France how would they be dealt with. The popular mood against them was
extremely hostile. The people wanted to punish them under any circumstances
branding them as traitors and anti-nationals.
Third important problem was King's support for the Clergies and soft corners for the
emigres, when the National Assembly decreed that, the Clergies who would not take
an oath to adhere to the Constitution will have to forfeit their properties, allowances,
pensions etc. and charges of sedition will be imposed on them. The King, exercise
suspensive veto against this decree fearing that such a decree of the Assembly will
antagonise the Papacy. Moreover, he also vetoed the decree as regards the émigrés
which pronounced that those who will fail return to France by 1st January 1792 are
liable to face confiscation of their property and death sentence. The confrontation
between the Assembly and the King became public on this issue.
Imposition of suspensive veto by the King on the decrees of National Assembly on the
questions of Clergies and émigrés gave rise to violent quarrel between the king and the
Deputies. The radicals branded the King as traitor because he sided with Clergies and
Nobles. The public mood was quite hostile. On 20th June 1792, the people of Paris
who were at once poor hungry and excited forcefully entered the palace of Tuileries
(the Royal residence of French Monarch). They abused the King, humiliated him and
ransacked the palace. This was the final wedge between King and people after which
no rapprochement could be established. Thus in the conflict between the Deputies of
the Assembly and the monarch the common people as revolutionaries played a very
crucial role.
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Apprehension of foreign wars against the ideal of French revolution was the next
important issue to be resolved by the National Assembly. The Girondists in the
Assembly constantly advocated for war against the neighbours of France, because they
were apprehensive of the King's collaboration with countries like Austria to bring back
monarchy in its earlier form. In 21st June 1791, the king with his family tried to flee to
Austria but were captured in the border at Verennes and kept on house arrest. Radicals
therefore thought that, the king was trying to influence the Austrian ruler (who was the
brother of Queen Marie Antoinette) to help restore the past glory of French monarchy.
The suspicion proved to be true when emperor Leopold of Austria issued the
manifesto of Padua on 6th of July 1791 requesting the monarchical states of Europe to
join him against the revolutionary changes-particularly reduction of monarchical
power by popular revolution in France. Consequent upon this, the rulers of Russia,
Prussia, Spain and Sweden supported emperor Leopold of Austria and all of them met
in a conference of Pilnitz (in Prussia) on 27th August 1791. The member countries
declared the case of France as matter of concern for whole of Europe and agreed to
intervene in the political affairs of France for the restoration of the rights of the French
monarchy snatched away by the people through the revolution. They rallied in favour
of the French monarchy and the danger of foreign war was looming large over France.
The Girondists and other radical were in favour of immediate declaration of war
against the neighbouring countries who were conniving against France and the ideal of
French revolution for many reasons. Firstly through this foreign war, they intended to
spread the idea of French revolution throughout the length and breadth of Europe.
Secondly, they wanted to overthrow the French monarchy completely which they
considered an extra dish in the meal. In case of war the king would either side with
them or with the foreign powers. This will make their case strong for over through of
monarchy from France. Thirdly the Chief General of Girondists, Dumouries wanted to
conquer Netherlands for France. Moreover other radicals like the followers of
Rousseau and Luther wanted war championing the cause of natural rights of men,
reason and rationality in religion all over Europe. But, the leaders of Jacobins
Maximillan, Robespierre apprehended that involvement in foreign wars by France may
destroy the revolution and opined in favour of consolidating the changes effected by
the revolution inside France, instead of taking it outside.
Declaration of Pillnitz by European powers and the aggressive approach of the
Girondists prepared the perfect stage for a foreign war by France. The final nail in the
coffin was asylum provided by Austria to French émigrés. The National Legislative
Assembly declared war against Austria and her allies on 20th April 1792. The King
favoured the war hoping that, the European power would be victorious and he will be
able to regain all his absolute powers. This conflict of France with the foreign powers
continued till 1802 for next one decade. In the beginning it was confined to Europe but
later on assumed global dimension.
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2.3

THE SECOND FRENCH REVOLUTION: - THE FALL OF
CONSTITUTIONAL MONARCHY AND LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

In the domestic circle, the French population turned against the king after the
declaration of war. The bourgeois middle class who actively started the revolution lost
control of the course of it. The Paris Communes dominated by the bourgeois were
replaced by the Revolutionary Communes dominated by the Proletariats. The Jacobins
overpowered the new revolutionary Communes. Acting as the pressure group, they
influenced the decision of the Assembly. Slowly and steadily the course of the
revolution went out of control and the Parisian mob became a dominant factor to
influence the opinions of the Deputies in the Assembly. Radicals like Danton,
Robespierre, Brissot and Marat lost faith in the Constitution of 1791 C.E. and desired
to overthrow the monarchy.
Meanwhile the French Army engaged in foreign wars with the allied powers was
defeated by the allied army in Belgium. The people strongly believed that, all the
military strategies were informed to the enemy by the queen. The members of the
royal house including the King were accused of conspiring with the enemies against
the French. During such atmosphere of suspicion, the commander of the allied army
(army of Austria and Prussia) Charles William Ferdinand, the Duke of Burnswick
issued a declaration known as Burnswick manifesto on 25th July 1792. It proclaimed
that, if royal family in Paris is harmed than entire Paris will be burnt to the ground.
The allied army threatened the civilians of Paris of dire consequences if the royal
family was harmed by the people. Such a declaration flared up the anger of Parisian
population. The manifesto, a copy of which was sent to the King got leaked to the
people. It was a solid proof of king's connivance with the foreign powers against the
nation. On 1st August the Parisian mob, army got prepared to attack the royal palace.
The French National Assembly declared that, the citizens of France should be ready
for the war. The revolutionary Commune supported by all sections of Paris stormed
into the royal palace (Tueileries) for the second time on 10th August 1792. Bloody
encounter took place between the Swiss Guard protecting the palace and Parisian
people. At last the guards were massacred and the Parisian mob took control of the
Palace. The king with his family took shelter in the Assembly hall. The mob besieged
the Assembly and compelled the house to suspend the king from his office. The
Assembly had to decree the fall of constitutional monarchy in August 1792. The king
was imprisoned in the Temple (churches transformed into Temples of Reason). Thus,
fell the constitutional monarchy. The constitution of 1791 became invalid and so also
National Legislative Assembly ceased to exist. It paved the way for formation of new
Assembly. The new Assembly came to be known as National Convention, the
members of which were elected through universal suffrage. The new Assembly had to
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draft a fresh constitution for France. More over it had to carry forward the ideals of
French Revolution and consolidate the fruits of the revolution.
2.4

REFORMS INNITIATED BY NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

The Legislative Assembly first met on 1st October 1791 consisting of 745 members
from four political parties. Within its short tenure the Assembly addressed many
perplexed issues relating to divorce, émigrés and the clergies.
The Legislative Assembly brought about reforms in order to form a new society with
independent minded citizens invested with equal rights. New laws were passed to
regulate divorce, registration and inheritance rights for children. Registration of birth,
death and marriage was brought under the jurisdiction of the government instead of the
Catholic Church. Adoption laws were introduced and the new law provided
inheritance rights to illegitimate children. These laws proved to be milestone to create
a just and equal society. New divorce law replacing the old one was passed. Prior to
1791 one could get a divorce only on the ground of adultery and violation of marriage
contract. But under the new law one could seek a divorce in the event of any one or
more reasons as mentioned below.
a. In the event of mutual consent of both spouses
b. In the event of loss of character
c. If the couple had separated before and would like to legalise the same
d. In the event of mental disorder
e. Conviction and getting punishment for heinous crime
f. Desertion for at least 2 years
g. Disappearance without any information for at least 5 years and
h. In the event of emigration.
The new divorce law was not gender biased. Both men and women had the equal right
to file the divorce in the event of any one or more reasons mentioned above.
The next important issue, on which the Legislative Assembly focussed its attention,
was the question of émigrés. Members of nobility and clergy who fled from France to
escape the violent mob to protect their life and property were called as émigrés. The
National Assembly in its decree of 9th November 1791 categorised the émigrés into
three hierarchical divisions and the punishment to be inflicted on each category. The
first class émigrés comprised of the princes and other people of high birth. This faction
had their recruits in France and abroad. The second class émigrés constituted public
officials, soldiers and other members of the society. The third class of émigrés
included, French citizen who fled France because of political disturbances. In its
decree, the members of Deputies of National Assembly pointed out economic and
political punishment to be inflicted on the first and the second categories of émigrés.
Dateline was given to first and second class émigrés to return to France by 1st January
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and 14th September respectively. Failing which they will be impeached under the
charge of treason and inflicted death sentence. Their property will be confiscated; they
will lose their position, salary and even active citizenship. Article 11 of the decree
declared the émigré soldiers deserters and therefore were to be tried for treason and
punished.
The Legislative Assembly adopted soft corner towards the third class émigrés. They
were treated with sympathy because it was considered that, they were the victim at the
hands of other to classes. Because of their insistence and influence, the third émigrés
left their country. The decree of 9th November, therefore refrained from issuance of
any punishment against the third class émigrés. They were allowed to return and led
normal life without any fear of confiscation of their property.
The National Assembly next set upon to settle the issue of clergy who opposed the
civil constitution of 1790 C.E. wherein, the Assembly took over the power to appoint
the bishop and other church official which came under the jurisdiction of the king. The
members of clergy therefore objected to such decree and rejected the civil constitution
of clergy. The National Legislative Assembly therefore, came forward to address the
issue and bring back the clergy under the purview of the constitution. The Assembly
decreed that, the clergy had to take an oath of Fidelity to constitution, if they want to
retain their respective positions in the church. Unwilling clergy were branded as nonjuring members. The Assembly decreed on 27th November 1791 that, not taking the
oath of fidelity by the clergy will tantamount to political crime and they will face the
punishment of losing their pension and will be expelled from their homes in case of
religious conflicts.
2.5

THE RISE OF NATIONAL CONVENTION AND THE REIGN OF
TERROR

Consequent upon the imprisonment of the monarch collapsed the constitutional
monarchical structure and the constitution of 1791. The Legislative Assembly ceased
to exist and fresh election declared. The Legislative Assembly decreed the suspension
of the king Louis XIV and provided for the convocation of National Convention. The
new assembly was elected by universal franchise. All French men above the age of
twenty-one, elected the members of Deputies. It was the first French Assembly,
elected by universal suffrage without any discrimination on the basis of any type of
class whatsoever. In the indirect election held in the month of September, the voter
turnout was very low i.e. 11.9 percentage in spite of introduction of universal suffrage.
The whole election was influenced and intimidated by the radicals, led by Maximillan
Robespierre. They managed to keep the royalist supporters out of fray and all
assemblies voted for a republic. Moreover, illiteracy and indifference of the voters
were responsible for low electoral turnout. Almost same leaders were sent to the
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Assembly by the voters as were elected by the active citizen in 1791, the members
coming mostly from all classes. Out of total 749 elected Deputies 75 members had the
experience of sitting in the National Constituent Assembly and 183 in the National
Legislative Assembly.
The National Convention provided for election of its president every fortnight with the
ex- president having the right to seek re-election. For different administrative and
legislative assignments the assembly appointed different committees from time to
time. The most important committees were the committee of Public Safety and the
Committee of General Security. The national convention held its first session on 20th
September 1792. The National convention was dominated by 3 parties in three phases,
the Girondists phase, Motagnard or Jacobins phase and Thermidorian phase.
2.6

CHALLENGES FOR THE NATIONAL CONVENTION

The challenges before the convention were complex and perplexing. It had to finalise
the form the government and the fate of the king who was in prison. The entire
country was engulfed by lawlessness and anarchy. The convention therefore had to
make its position strong and provide a stable and workable government. The sociopolitical reform those were initiated earlier had to be consolidated and given a final
shape. A new constitution without monarchy had to be drafted and implemented. It
also had the issue of foreign war to resolve. It had an arduous task to put down the
forces of counter revolution.
2.7

WORK OF NATIONAL CONVENTION

The Deputies of National Convention immediately set out to solve the complicated
problems being faced by the nation. As a first step, it abolished monarchy from
France and proclaimed it a republic, inspired by the ideals of Rousseau , the Girondists
and the Jacobins introduced the new changes with great enthusiasm. Second prominent
act of the Convention was the trial and execution of the king. The Jacobins were bent
upon the trial and execution of the king although the Girondists hesitated. But, king's
involvement with foreign invader and discovering of bribery scam of king to the
members of the Constituent Assembly led to his trial and execution. The Girondists
tried to save king's life but failed. King and his family were guillotined on 21st
January 1793.
The most difficult task before the Convention was counter revolutionary forces in
France and insurrections. The peasants of La Vendee raised the banner of revolt
against the civil constitution. Similar revolts erupted in cities like Lyons, Merseilles
and Bourdeaux. They demanded restoration of the monarchy. The provincial
bourgeois despised extreme radicalism of the Parisian mob. Added to this the danger
of foreign invasion was always a possibility. The National Convention took stern
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measures to root out the insurrections by introduction of an emergency despotism
known as the reign of terror. Supreme executive authority was invested with nine
members (later increased to twelve) and this committee was known as Committee of
Public Safety. It was vested with a solid power even on the life of all French men. It
started functioning with different organs like committee of General Security,
Revolutionary Tribunal and Deputies on Mission, law of suspect gave this committee
to arrest and put to death any suspicious person without any trial. Great atrocities
ensured during the Reign of Terror. The committee of Public Safety and other organs
sent many people including great leaders to the Guillotine. Most of the victims were
from the supporters of Royalty and counter revolutionaries. Factional quarrel among
the radicals and their mutual extermination was the hallmark of the Reign of Terror.
Danton took the leadership in the initial phase while Robespierre led it in the final
phase both of whom perished to Reign of Terror. However, the Reign of Terror
succeeded in restoring the authority of the government and maintaining law and order
in the country. Internal anarchy was suppressed by the Reign of Terror. It is said, "The
revolution was preserved in France and France preserved the Revolution for Europe".
The cost of preservation of this revolution although was too expensive. The whole
nation witnessed gruesome bloodbath of its own people. The National convention
assumed a socialistic character and indented to introduce equality transforming the
social structure. While the Constituent Assembly destroyed the previledges of nobility
the National Convention hammered at the previledges and excuses of the bourgeois.
The convention set out to implement the following reforms:
a. Properties of émigrés were confiscated and sold out to the poor citizens on
payment in annual instalments
b. No provision for the compensation was made to the feudal lords whose
properties were confiscated
c. Price of food grain fixed and minimum wage for the labourers introduced
d. Social simplicity introduced in measures like - all persons were called citizens
and not monsieur, ornamental clothing was prohibited. The wealthy sections
were taxed heavily.
e. A revolutionary calendar was implemented
f. The decimal system or the metric system was introduced for uniformity in
weight and measures throughout the Nation.
g. Under philosopher Condorset, elaborate plan for national education was
prepared but could not be implemented
h. The church and the state became independent entities and liberty of worship
granted
i. The law of imprisonment for non payment debt and slavery abolished. Women
were granted equal rights to property with men. Such measures brought about
social equality and security in France.
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The next step of the convention was drafting the new constitution of 1793. The
new constitution made France a complete republic with democratic political
ideas. It provided for unicameral, legislative, universal suffrage, and direct
democratic control over legislation. All laws made by the house had to be
approved by the people but the constitution of 1793 could not be implemented
because of emergency situation arising out of foreign and civil wars. The
National Convention successfully thwarted foreign invasion. The Prussians
were defeated at Valmy on 20th September 1792. Dumouriez, the republican
general conquered Netherlands (Belgium) which was under Austria.
Encouraged by these victims, the convention ordered opening of the river
Scheldt to free navigation which was closed for shipping by all countries since
the treaty of Munster, 1618. As England had been benefited by her monopoly
of shipping, it resented the opening of the river to free navigation became the
enemy of the French revolution.
Further, issuance of Edict of Fraternity by the convention in 1792, declaring
that the French people would offer ‘‘friendship and assistance" to all people
desirous of liberty and sovereignty alarmed the European Monarchy. It
declared to aid all those try to attend equality, freedom, democratic
government. It meant open declaration of crusade by the convention to liberate
Europe from absolute monarchical despotism and all vices of old order.
The radical steps of conventions like- Edict of Fraternity, opening of river
Scheldt to free shipping and trial and execution of Louis XVI alarmed the
European powers who formed the first coalition which comprised Austria,
Russia, England, Holland, Spain and Sardinia. They extended to over through
the French republic. Led by French General Carnot however the entire French
nation took up arms against the enemies and succeeded in destroying the first
coalition by 1795. Treaty of Basel 1795, Russia gave France a free hand on the
left bank of river Rhine. William V of Holland was deposed and it was
declared a republic under France. France occupied Belgium. Except England,
Austria and Sardinia, all enemies were crushed.
2.8

LET’S SUM UP

Most of the radicals by way of mutual termination including Danton,
Robespierre perished to guillotine and the Reign of Terror came to an end. The
National Convention started to be dominated by the bourgeois and moderates.
They drafted a new constitution in 1795 which brought about the Government
of Directory. The National Convention ceased to exist when the Directory
came to power.
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Assemblies like the Legislative Assembly and National Convention tried very
hard to preserve the ideals of revolutions and transform France into a republic.
They passed several Laws to rechristen socio-political and religious order
bringing tremendous changes by abolishing the vices of old order. Foreign
invasions for destroying the revolution were thwarted successfully but
ironically, none of them succeeded in guiding the course of revolution to its
logical conclusion. The danger of foreign invasion from England, Austria, and
Prussia still hunted the minds of French people and its leader. The Directory
which took over from the National Convention could not tide over the
complexities of the problems and ultimately gave rise to the era of Napoleon
Bonaparte.
2.9

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. How was National Legislative Assembly composed?

...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
2.

Why dis the Constitutional Monarchy failed?

...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
3. What is Reign of Terror?
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
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UNIT-3

NAPOLEOMIC CONSOLIDATION: REFORMS
AND EMPIRE

Structures
3.0 Learning Objectives
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Rise of Directory
3.3 Unpopularity of Directory and rise of Napoleon
3.3.1Napolion’s Italian campaign
3.3.2 Napoleon’s Egyptian Campign
3.4 Coup d’etat and formation of Consulate
3.5 Reforms of Napolion under Consulate
3.5.1 Centralization of Authority
3.5.2 Financial reorganisation
3.5.3 Social reforms
3.5.4 Educational reforms
3.3.5 Religious reforms
3.5.6 Code of Napoleon
3.6 Transfermation of Consulate to Empire
3.7 Napoleonic Wars under Consulate and Empire
3.8 Let’s sum up
3.9. Check your progress
3.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading this chapter you will be able to know
 Factors leading to the rise of directory and Napoleonic ascendancy
 Formation of consulate
 Napolionic reforms
 Achievement of Napoleon under empire
 Napolionic wars and conquest
3.1 INTRODUCTION
France passed through a period of political uncertainty fear and chaos since the
revolution. None of the Assemblies could provide a constitutional framework and a
political structure acceptable to all sections of people in France. Political antagonism
and rivalries, class hatred, vested interests of the leaders made the situation extremely
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critical. The general psyche of the French population became sick and tired of an
atmosphere of suspicion, hatred, political conspiracy, revenge and gruesome murder.
The enthusiasm and revolutionary spirit were fast disappearing like an old man worn
out of youthful enthusiasm. Failure of National Constituent Assembly, National
Legislative Assembly and National Convention to instil confidence among the people
of strong and effective governance, the bloodshed during the reign of terror caused
general disappointment and frustrations. The people desperately wanted to heal the
wound and take a sigh of relief. Unfortunately, however, the regime that followed the
extermination of Robespierre was established by a coup d’état and became more
politically volatile.
Thermidorian Reaction and White Terror:
Robespierre who dominated the Committee of Public Safety during national
convention and perpetuated the reign of terror came under the criticism for the
excesses, conspiracy against him who hatched by the reactionaries led by leaders like
Jean Lambart Tallien and Jacques Nicholas Billaud-Varenne. The conspiracy came
inform of a concerted effort of the reactionaries in the National Convention on 9
Thermidorian year II (11th month of French Republican Calendar) that corresponds to
27th July 1794. Because the reaction against Robespierre came in the month of
Thermidor, the term Thermidorian Reaction came into vogue in French Revolution.
The reign of terror had devoured many of the true leaders of the revolution. New
leaders coming from the community of commerce and business and petty officials
started to dominate National Convention with new youths called muscadians. These
counter revolutionaries wanted the end of Reign of Terror, limitation and
decentralisation of the powers of committee of public safety, abolition of harsh
wartime excesses and stable political order having the approval of the propertied class.
The new leaders led by Carnot opposed radical left and Montagnard ideology. They
hated the Jacobins and bent upon exterminating to the last men. Jacobin clubs were
sealed and Robespierre found guilty of excesses was given death sentences.On 28th
July Robespierre was executed along with his 21 followers. Following this event,
execution spree of Jacobin heads continued unabated. France witnessed a second
bloodbath called reign of White Terrors.
Popular unrest, meanwhile was at its peak being led by leaders like Carnot, Paul
Barras, Tallien and Joseph Fouche with anti-Jacobin agenda. Angry mob led by
politically motivated leaders attacked the National Convention on 1st April 1795. The
demanded bread and constitution of 1793. As it took place on 12 Germinal months
(i.e., 1st April) it is also called as Germinal Rising. Crying Bread, Bread the aggrieved
population demanded implementation of the Constitution of 1793 and the release of
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patriots who were confined in jail. But this attack was successfully repulsed by the
National Guard. The mob again attacked on 20th May 1795 with same demands. The
National Guard again made this attempt futile. The leaders of Thermidorian reaction
now set upon to cleanse the convention of the deputies who were associated with the
mob and had Jacobin sympathy. Six of them were identified and extinguished. Carnot
was spared because of his past services to the nation. The rump convention
(convention towards its last past) became free of Jacobin sympathisers and it was
converted to a bourgeoisie body. But again the Parisian mob attacked the convention
for the third time on 5th October 1795 (13th Vendemiaire Year 4, of French Republican
Calendar) demanding for its dissolution. It is also called as Vendemiaire Rising of the
13th)
3.2

RISE OF DIRECTORY

To deal with the Vendemiaire rising Barras, the leader of the convention decided to
commission a young general Napoleon Bonaparte. Bonaparte was swift to act and
joined with the royalist forces of Barras to defend the republic. Bonaparte was given
free hand to deal with the insurrection. He ordered his trusted lieutenant, Joachim
Murat to arrange 40 cannons and 6000 men to face an armed Parisian mob numbering
more than 25,000. The Republican forces silenced the insurrection with iron hands
with the help of muskets and guns. Hundreds of royalists fell dead on the streets of
Paris, sending a strong message to people attempting resistance.
The defeat of royalist insurrection had a lot of significance. It signalled the end of
French Revolution. It showed that Parisian mob had become ineffective. The power
enjoyed by Parisian mob during Jacobin days is over and the executive supported by
the Army came to prominence. Threat to National Convention had gone but Napoleon
Bonaparte became new national hero. He rose to the position of supreme general of
armed forces and the convention itself was overwhelmed by Bonaparte’s popularity. It
paved the way for the rise of directory with Napoleon at the helm of affairs.
Constitution of the Directory:
Alarmed by the popularity of Napoleon and the apprehension of future Parisian attack,
the National Convention framed a new constitution of 1795 superseding the
constitution of 1793. Being the members of bourgeoisie order, the framers of new
constitution rejected the idea of manhood suffrage. It was to be elected only by
propertied class, who now were confered with political power. The new constitution
came to be known as the cConstitution of the Year II. The prominent features of the
new constitution were:
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i)

ii)

iii)
iv)

3.3

Person having stayed in one place at least for a year and paying certain
amount of tax on property can vote. Manhood suffrage was replaced with
property hood suffrage.
Provision for bi-cameral legislature made. The Upper House called the
council of Ancients consisted of 250 members and the Lower House called
Council of five hindered had 500 members.
Election had to be indirect and older citizen are only eligible for election.
Executive powers were vested in the hands of a board of five member
known as Directors, to be elected for five years with one member retiring
every year by lot. They had no power of legislation but supervised
implementation of laws.
UNPOPULARITY OF DIRECTORY AND RISE OF NAPOLEON

Although the Directory successfully suppressed the disruptive forces like the
companies of Jehu, the revolts of the followers of Babeuf called the Pantheon Party
failed to overcome the financial crisis. Bankruptcy of the nation reached its peak and
maintaining army had become difficult.Unnecessary expenditure of the Directors who
were engaged in luxury, the cost of feeding poor Parsians ruined the government
financially. It made the Directory unpopular. The Directors lost their reputation by
being involved in conspiracy. They manipulated the election and were involved in
corruption which marred their popularity. The entire nation was tired of seeing
corruption, intrigues, political agitation, endless elections, lack of law and order,
economic bankruptcy and danger of foreign war.Sensing the public mood, Napoleon
Bonaparte staged the coup-d etat in 1799 with the help of two Directors – Barras and
Abe Sieyes and established his veiled Directorship.
Napoleon called himself as the child of Revolution. He remarked, “I found the crown
of France lying on the ground: I picked it up with my sword’’. In fact, the Revolution
losing its direction, the reign terror, law lessness, political nepotism and vendetta gave
him a wider field to prosper.Starting from the position of a small officer in the French
army, he made his mark during the regime of National Convention. He came to
limelight by successfully defeating the English invasion in 1793. His popularity grew
when he defended the government led by Directory from the attack of Parisian mob in
1795 and became closer to leaders like Barras and Carnot. The dejected Parsians found
in him a promising character and hoped to restore the glory of France.
3.3.1 Napoleon’s Italian Campaign:
Greater fortune and popularity awaited Napoleon when Carnot, the minister of defence
entrusted him with the charge of tackling the challenge of first coalition. As a first
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step, Carnot, gave him the responsibility of conquering Italy being impressed by the
plan of Napoleon. Napoleon’s new methods of warfare brought him success and he
defeated the allied forced of Austria, Prusia and Sarlema is battles of Argentines, St.
Maurice, Dego Montenotle and Mondovi. After sweeping victory in Italy Napoleon
concluded the treaty of Campo Formio with Austria. By this treaty France acquired
Ionian Island, enabling her a foothold in the Eastern Mediterranean. Secondly, Austria
had to recognise the republic of France founded by Napoleon. Thirdly, Austria
withdraws herself from the Netherlands. By this treaty Napoleon was able to establish
temporary peace with Austria and her allies.
3.3.2 Egyptian Campaign:
Victory in Italy and gains made in the treaty of Campo Formio made Napoleon a
national hero and saviour of crisis. He was enthusiastically welcomed by French
population on his return from Italy. His popularly made the Directory jealous and
apprehensive. On the other hand, Napoleon developed contempt for the degenerated
and immoral Directors and nursed his own ambition to acquire power of France. The
Directors, apprehensive of Napoleon’s rising career prepared a plan to invade England
and entrusted him to execute it. They hoped that, Napoleon will be defeated there and
thus ruin his career. But Napoleon had an alternative plan of Egyptian expedition
which would cut the link between England and her Eastern colonies. His plan was to
(i) liberate Egypt from Mameluk rulers and develop it as a French colony; (ii)
conquering Egypt which will facilitate conquest of Syria andArab lands from where he
could enter into India; (iii) civilize Egypt with western science and technology and
explore Egypt’s ancient history and culture and (iv) to encircle entire Europe by
dominating Eastern Mediterranean, Egypt and Syria. Britain will be worst affected as
her trade would suffer badly and will be compelled to come to terms.
But his Egyptian campaign had mixed success. While he was able to defeat the
Mameluk rulers in the Battle of Pyramid on 21st July 1798, Napoleon’s fleet was
destroyed by British Admiral Nelson in the settle of Abuokir Bay (Battle of Nile) in
August 1798. Being cut off from European mainland, Napoleon and his army were
stranded in Egypt. Napoleon was compelled to leave his army in Egypt and returned
to France by a daring adventure in 1799.
3.4

COUP-D’ÉTAT AND FORMATION OF CONSULATE

Napoleon, although was defeated in the Battle of Nile, was given a rousing welcome
by the French who were puzzled, desperate and dejected owing to the wretched and
corrupt administration of the Directory and the excesses committed by the radical like
the followers of Babeuf. Radicals, moderate including general population were in
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desperate need of peace and security. In the field of foreign affairs also the Directory
had monumental failure. The gains made by the treaty of Compo Formio was lost and
second coalition led by Austria was formed against France. In such a scenario,
Napoleon was not admonished for his failure in Egypt, rather he was welcomed to lead
France and provide strong, stable and glorious administration. Napoleon was quite
intelligent enough to judge the pulse of the nation and seized the opportunity with
immediate effect. He formed a secret alliance with Abe Sieyes and staged a coup on
9th November 1799. The Directory was overthrown and Napoleon seized the power of
France as the first consult.
The coup-de’etat of the 9th November 1799 placed unlimited power in the hand of
Napoleon Bonaparte. He formed the consulate scraping the old constitution and
introduced a new one called the Constitution of the Year VIII. People of France
overwhelmingly voted in favour of the new constitution accepting Napoleon as the
first consul.The new constitution provided for the consulate which consisted of the
following organs:
a) Consul:
The new constitution provided the three consults nominated for 10 years. They were
eligible for re-election. But the first consul had unlimited power and may supersede
other two, who served only as assistants. All administrative powers were vested in the
first consul. He had the absolute power to appoint prefects, subprefects, judges and
mayorsin the district. He nominated the members of the Council of States and the
Senate, who acted as per his will.
b) Council of State :
The members of the council of state were nominated by the consuls acting together. It
had the right to propose law but in agreement with the first consul. As per the
principle of separation of power if had legislative function but dependent on the will of
the first consul.
c) Senate :
The members of Senate were also nominated by consuls and worked under the
direction of first consul. It consisted of 80 members nominated for life.
d) Tribunate:
The Tribunate consisted of 100 members elected after three series of elections. Out of
the national list 100 members were selected by the Senate. It was a debating body. It
could discuss the laws but had no right to amend it.
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e) The Legislative Body:
It consisted of 300 members again elected in a series of election. The Senate selected
three hundred elected members from the national list as its members. It could vote for
the bill but had no power to discuss the bill. It is the refers called as a
DumbAssembly.
On closer examination of the constitution of the year VIII, shows excessive
centralisation of power of the hands of the first consul i.e. Napoleon. Other organs of
the government were consciously designed to mask the transition from liberty to
despotism. The Republic of the consulate was a veiled autocracy based on Plebiscite.
Military despotism of Napoleon was concealed under the grab of popular
support.Actually, Napoleon wanted to introduce his despotism preparing mass support
base. He declared, “power must come from above and confidence from below”. The
new constitution very muchwas a reflection of this idea. While the constitution of
1791 and 1793 subordinated executive to legislative, the new constitution of the year
VIII made the legislature subordinate to the executive.
3.5

REFORMS OF NAPOLEON UNDER CONSULATE

Napoleon not only proved his mettle as a great military general but also left his legacy
as a great statesman. Soon after cementing his position as the first consul for life –
Napoleon embarked on a cause of reform in order to provide stability through effective
governance. His objective was to revive the past glory of France and introduce an era
of peace prosperity and progress. A true Voltarean Napoleon believed in utility not in
formalities. He aimed at reconciling order with the ideas of revolution. Of the three
ideas – liberty, equality and fraternity, Napoleon rejected liberty. According to him
livery leads to chaotic condition with such objective his mind. Napoleon undertook
the following reforms:
3.5.1 Centralisation of Authority
Although the 83 department as administrative divisions were retained, Napoleon
abolished the local autonomy of the departments.Centralization of authority was
imposed on them by introduction of the principle of appointing local officers through
selection instead of election by local electorate. The prefects governing the
departments, sub-prefects in districts and mayors in communes were all appointed by
the most consul and answerable to him alone for their omission or commission. The
system of election of judges was abolished and were now appointed by Napoleon. The
local assemblies lost their earlier powers. Thus, centralization of power in line with
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Bourbon fashion was the chief feature of administrative reforms of Napoleon
Bonaparte.
3.5.2

Financial Reorganization:

Napoleon was well aware about the ruination of Bourbon monarchy and the directory
because of mismanagement of finance. Through careful policy he made the people
France realise that, payment of tax was national public duty. While he didn’t impose
new taxes and old taxes were systematically assessed and collected. The central
government took control of the collection of taxes.Corruption on the departments were
uprooted with strong measures. Napoleon didn’t impose war taxin the early part of his
reign and asked his generals to unset their expenses from conquered
territories.Foundation of bank of France by Napoleon in 1800 was the most important
financial innovation. It provided loans to industrialists at a low rate of interests. It
facilitated growth of industries and production Native industries were provided with
protection against foreign competition.
Extensive construction of roads was
undertaken for transportation of goods. Such construction works generated huge
employment opportunities for Frenchmen. The financial reforms of Napoleon helped
in rebuilding the economy of France and improving standard of living of the French
people.
3.5.3

Social Reforms:

Napoleon carefully maintained the principle of social equality. Equality of right for all
social classes ensured under him. Promotion and admission into army and civil
service were based on talents of the individuals and not on birth. Land reforms of
revolutionary era were retained and confiscatedlands distributed to peasants were
confirmed. He also retained the law abolishing serfdom, corvees and feudal taxes.
Napoleon got mass support base for his respect to the principle of revolution and
introduction of social equality.
3.5.4

Educational Reform:

Napoleon attempted a structural change in educational system of France wherein
people can redefine the changes in socio-political structure as effected under his
regime. The whole agenda was to instilloyalty and devotion to the head of the state
and respect for the principles of the church. History was rewritten glorifying state and
religion. He intended to rechristen public mind through his own way of educational
structure. Primary schools in communes were established. Secondary schools in
district level and public schools in important towns taught syllabus prescribed by the
government university of France was established for higher education which became
the regulatory body for entire educational structure. All schools and universities were
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under the direct control of the government freedom of thought and criticism was
discouraged. Special schools like technical school, civil service school and military
schools were established. Teachers for these schools were recruited from the
graduates. Normal schools for the training of teachers were also established.
Napoleon spent huge amount of money for improvement of French national education.
3.5.5

Religious Reforms:

The concordat – since the days of the constitution of 1791, French church was out of
the controlof Roman catholic church leading to antagonism southern France and the
Roman church. Napoleon realized that unless reconciliation of made, there will always
be a dividing line between faithful and heretics (These who opposed Roman church
and favoured the supremacy of state were called heretics and the support of Roman
church were branded as faithful) hampering national unity. Napoleon knew that the
Roman catholic church will be instrumental in promoting loyalty to the ruler. At the
same time, he favoured the nationalisation of church. Therefore, in 1801 Napoleon
made an agreement with the Pope known as Concordatunder the provision of this
agreements.
(1) The Pope agreed to the confiscation of church property and sub-ordination of the
monasteries by the French state; (2) The state was to nominate Bishops and the Pope
was to ratify; (3) The church officials were to receive salary from the state and (4)
Catholicism became recognised state religion but under the supervision of the state.
Concordat brought about religious settlement to its logical conclusion without
alienating the Pope.
3.5.6

Code of Napoleon:

Among all the reforms codification of French law under ‘Code of Napoleon’ was most
enduring and appreciable not only inside France but also in whole of Europe.
Napoleon ventured to complete the work of codification which was initiated by
national convention. Taking the help of a galaxy of legal experts, Napoleon prepared
the code in 1804 which because the corner stone of French law. Napoleon code had
three parts – civil, criminal and commercial. The new code was a synthesis between
the customary natural laws of revolutionary era and Roman law of old France.
Customary law was popular in northern France and the old Roman law in southern
France. By synthesising both the laws, Napoleon brought about national unity. In the
code, the value of revolution like social equality, career open to merit, religion
toleration equality in inheritance individual liberty, abolition of feudal rights etc. were
ensured. At the same time, traditional laws relating the family discipline, private
ownership of property etc. were retained. Napoleon introduced an order of merit
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called the Legion of Honour which was granted for any outstanding service to the
state.
By his sweeping reforms Napoleon was able to put an end to years of chaos and
lawlessness. He brought back stability and discipline to administration and public life.
It helped in social cohesion and fostered national unity. Social equality was upheld,
positions and career open to talents ensured which led to upliftment of the
downtrodden and weaker sections. The code of Napoleon effected uniformity and
helped in fostering national unity.
3.6

TRANSFORMATION OF CONSULATE TO EMPIRE

Napoleon ambition knew to bounds. Declaration of first consul for life didn’t satiate
his ambition. He dreamt of a crown and monarchical set up in lines with the Great like
Alexander career and Charlemagne. The situation in France was quits favourable to
nourish such ambition. People were tired of republican disorder and instability. The
constitution of the consulate and already centralised authority in the hand of the first
consul. Abe Siyes who himself was a great supporter of revolution of 1789 was tired
of lawlessness 1799 and favoured the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte. He drafted a
constitution which led to the rise of Napoleonic Empire. The new constitution made
Napoleon as the first consul supreme. Other two consuls were rendered with only
adverting functions. Senate members were appointed and influence thoroughly by him.
The propertied clans saw in him a beacon of light of new order. The church reform
made the clergy happy and turned them as supporters of Napoleon. Frenchmen in
general were mesmerised with the charm, valour and achievements of Napoleon.
Napoleon tried to bring more glory of France by the military conquests abroad and
made the people forget the wound of loss of a republic. He defeated the Austrian in
the battle Marengo in 1800 and concluded the treaty of Luneville and Amiens. People
believed that Napoleon cannot only bring order athouse but also glory from abroad.
His successes made the people euphoric. The Jacobins who still favoured
republicanism and the royalist who wanted Bourbons back were suppressed with
strong hands. He purged the country out of Jacobins andRoyalist with the state
prepared for empire; Napoleon proposed the senate for the transformation of first
consul into the Emperor and get it confirmed through a Plebiscite. The people voted
overwhelmingly in favour of creation of Empire. The Senate gave the title of
‘Emperor of France’. the Napoleon on 18th May 1804 and was formally consecrated by
Pope Pius VII at Notre-Dame in Paris.
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3.7

NAPOLEONIC WARS UNDER CONSULATE AND EMPIRE

While Napoleon Bonaparte consolidated his position at home by his sweeping
reforms, he crushed his enemies abroad and brought glory to the nation. Through his
sword Napoleon propagated the philosophy of revolution in entire Europe. He destroys
the old order and ushered new one. He changed the character of government,
administration and civil law, wherever he ruled many monarchical dynasties were
uprooted and the divine right theory way crushed. Through introduction of crisis
reforms, equality and code of Napoleon new order in Europe and established. The
reorganisation of Italy and Germany gave birth to the nation states of Germany and
Italy. Napoleonic reforms like his wars, therefore had enduring effects.
Napoleonic wars can be categorised into three phases – 1st from 1799 to 1803, 1803 to
1806 and 1807 to 1815. The first phase, however, war order the directory from 1803
war with England renewed with peace of Amiens broken and finally from 1806,
Napoleon began the conquest of Europe till his career of conquest ended in 1815.
The second coalition was formed against France under the leadership of England in
1798. When Napoleon was engaged in Egyptian campaign, Austria and Russia joined
the second coalition and reflected defeat on France. Consequently, the treaty of Campo
Fermio with made null and void on assuming the power in 1799 and becoming first
consul Napoleon had to deal with the victorious coalition powers. By his diplomatic
manoeuvre Napoleon persuaded the Russian paid to withdraw from the second
coalition and maintain neutrality. Then he prepared a systematic plan to subdue
Austria. Crossing the Alps and bravery intense cold, Napoleon attacks the Austria on
North Italy in 1800 and defeated them in the battle of Marengo in 1800. Austria was
forced to sign the humiliations treaty of Laneville in 1801 after defeating them for the
second time in the battle of Hohenlindin in South Germany. Austria had to reaffirm
are treaty of Campo Formio signed with France in 1797.
England was the next formidable power of coalition to negotiate. The English had a
strong navy and had defeated Napoleon in the battle of Nile in 1798 during his
Egyptian campaign. Similarly in 1801 British admiral Nelson successfully broke up
the armed neutrality formed against England by northern power. Thus, England
reigned on the sea while France was formidable in land. In such scenario, treaty of
Amiens and signed between England and France in 1802 and England agreed to
restore to France all her colonies captured during the war except Ceylon and Trinidad.
England also agreed to respect the aversion of the treaty of Laneville. But the treaty of
Amiens was a temporary truce and soon hostility broke at between the two.
Napoleonic intention of dominating Europe made him a most hated enemy in England.
Napoleon on the other hand wanted to damage British trade and in financial
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prosperity. Moreover, Napoleonic idea of government social and religious structure
etc., were disliked by the British.
The second round of Anglo-French war broke out in 1803 when England declared war
on France alleging the later of violation of peace and Amiens by interfering in the
affairs of Italy, Switzerland and Holland. But the real reason behind the war was
mutual clash of interest with regard to colonial possessions and naval supremacy. The
English bourgeois were hostile to Napoleon for whom their trade in Europe affected.
They put pressure on the British government to take extreme steps in order to prevent
Napoleon to regain control over the colonial privileges which France had lost before
peace of Amiens. Napoleon made extensive plans to invade England via sea with the
help of Spain. England under the leadership of William Pitt formed the third coalition
with Austria, Russia and Sweden in order to face the challenge in 1805.
Abandoning the English invasion Napoleon diverted his attention to Austria and the
Austria were defeated at Ulms on 20th October 1805. This was a golden opportunity
for the British admiral Nelson who routed the French Navy in the battle of Trafalgar
on 21st October 1805. The backbone of French Navy was broken completely and
France was made a spineless sea power. But Napoleon didn’t lose heart and inflicted a
crushing defeat on combined Austro-Russian army in the battle of Austrialitz in 1805
forcing Austria to withdraw from the third coalition. Austria had to sign the treaty of
Pressburg (1805) giving away Venetia to France, Tyrol to Bavaria and western
Germany to Wurttemberg.
Soon after overcoming Austria, Napoleon faced the challenge from Prussia who joined
the third coalition with Fredric William III. But, Napoleon most ruthlessly routed the
Prussian in the battle of Jena on 14th October 1806. With the capture of Berlin, the
Prussians surrendered. Napoleon reorganised the German states in French structure of
administration. The next member of the third coalition which faced Napoleon’s wrath
was Russia. After a prolonged resistance Czar Alexander I of the Russia lost the battle
badly in Fideland in 1807. He agreed the sue for peace and signed the treaty of Tilsit
(1807). As per the provision of the treaty : - (1) The Czar recognised all the political
changes made by Napoleon in Europe, (2) Czar was to close Baltic seaports to British
Ships, (3) Czar accepted the mediation of France in the event of Russia’s war with
Turkey and Czar would mediate between France and England. The treaty of Tilsit also
made Prussia to cede all her territory lying to the west of Elb to France. This kingdom
of Westphalia was created out of this territory, making it a satellite state of France,
Prussia also had to cede its Polish territories, out of which the kingdom of Warsaw
was formed. Besides, providing a heavy war indemnity, Prussia had to maintain a
French army of occupation on her sort till payment is made. Thus, the treaty of Tilsit
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not only destroyed the third coalition but also made Napoleon the master of entire
European continent. Only England and Sweden were beyond his control.
The treaty of Tilsit was not rely the apex of glory for Napoleon, but also it was the
beginning of his end. The Russian alliance was not durable as Russia slipped out of
the France-Russian alliance as it was meaningless for her. On the other hand, England
continued resistance to Napoleon for which the later wanted to destroy British trade
through continental blockade. Napoleon hoped to bend England to her knees through
blockade of British goods and industry from all the countries of Europe. Through a
series of decrees take Berlin Decree, 1806, Milan Decree 1807, Warshaw Decree and
the Decree of Fontainebleau, Napoleon tried to block movement of British goods.
Although initially, Napoleon succeeded, in the long run of failed. He was unable to
enforce complete blockade due to lack of her naval power. Moreover, French products
could not be adequate to replace British goods. Many countries who suffered
economic hardship rejected continental blockade Russia opened all her ports to British
trade.
On the other hand, Portuguese king John refused to close Portuguese ports for British
ships. Napoleon planned to invade Portugal through a passage from Spain. Ferdinand,
the king of Spain allowed Napoleon to more through his territory. But Napoleon
treacherously imprisoned the Spanish king and occupied Madrid and placed hisbrother
Joseph on the Spanish throne. It enraged the Spaniards beyond the imagination of
Napoleon. The whole of Spain rose against Napoleon and finally on August, 1, 1806
Joseph and French army retreated from Spain. Britain was waiting this opportune
moment and English army landed in Portugal under Duke of Wellington to help the
Portuguese and the Spaniard. This led to Peninsular war from 1808 to 1813. In spite
of his best effort Napoleon could not get the elusive victory in Spain. But, the Spanish
project drained a lots of money, energy and manpower out of Napoleon. The defeat of
Napoleon’s army in Spain dented the military prestige of France. It encouraged the
Prussians to start the war of liberation against France.
Meanwhile Napoleon planned a campaign against Russia, because Czar Alexander I
had opened up Russian ports to British ships and restored trade relation with England
disregarding Napoleon’s contractual blockade. The Czar didn’t meet him suddenly to
draw the French army were inside Russia so that they may face the rigorous of winter.
Finally, Napoleon defeated the Russians at Borodino but paid heavy price for that.
But Napoleon’s army could not tolerate the intense cold at Russia and retreated on 19th
October, 1812. But, this retreat was extremely deadly. Only, 5,000 men recrossed
Neimen and the whole grand army perished.
In 1813, the fourth coalition who formed against Napoleon by Russia, England and
Prussia. Though Napoleon defeated the allied army at Lutzon, Bautzen and Dresden,
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he couldn’t destroy his enemies. Finally, Austria joined the coalition, and the allied
forced inflicted the first major defeat on Napoleon at Leipzig in 19th October 1813.
Austria offered a peace proposal to Napoleon. Promising natural boundaries to France
minus Belgium.Moreover, Napoleon will be restored at the king of France but
Napoleon rejected the offer. Consequently, armies of Austria, Prussia and Russia with
England from Spain invaded France and occupied Paris on 31st March 1814.
Napoleon concluded the treaty of Fontainebleau, abdicating the throne. He was
granted the small island of Elba with full sovereignty and pension of two million
francs annually. Bidding farewell to his army he retired to the island of Elba Bourbon
King Louis VIII was restored to French throne.
But the small island of Elba was too small for a man of Napoleon’s ambition. Even
entire Europe was too small for him from Elba, he kept himself vigilant about allied
intra rivalry and the unpopularity of Bourbon monarch Louis XVIII. Napoleon made
remarkable reform to France after ten months on 24th February 1815 and recaptured
Paris being supported by Marshall Ney with 6000 men. People of France welcomed
him again with the slogan Long live Emperor.
The allied power swung into immediate actions and were determined to extinguish
Napoleonic storm forever. They declared Napoleon as violator of treaty and law. The
British army under Duke of Wellington and Prussian army under General Blucher
attacked Napoleon from Belgium. Austrians planned to cross Rhine while Russians
and Germans will send supporting troops. Napoleon fought valiantly at the battle of
Waterloo in 1815 but was defeated conclusively Napoleon abdicated the throne in
favour of his son and was exiled to St. Helena where he dies on 5th May 1821.
3.7

LET US SUM UP

Napoleon and his achievements led to far reaching consequences in the social political
and religious fabric of France and Europe as well. He was the symbol of new order.
Through his sword he provided political stability to France and through his sweeping
reforms solidity to internal administration of France. His conquests led to the
uprooting of many old dynasties and territorial reorganizations. While he upheld the
principles of revolution he didn’t compromise political instability in the name of
liberty. He effected a centralised administration on the basis of equality and merit. His
educational reforms fostered national unity. Similarly the code of Napoleon brought
about administrative and national unity in France.
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3.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What is Thermidorian reaction?
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2.

How was the Directory Constituted?
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3. What was the composition of the Consulate?
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